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Band and filling-controlled transitions in exactly solved electronic models

Fabrizio Dolcini and Arianna Montorsi
Dipartimento di Fisica and Unita` INFM, Politecnico di Torino, I-10129 Torino, Italy

~Received 12 January 2001; published 7 March 2001!

We describe a general method to study the ground-state phase diagram of electronic models on chains whose
extended Hubbard Hamiltonian is formed by a generalized permutator plus a band-controlling term. The
method, based on the appropriate interpretation of Sutherland’s species, yields under described conditions a
reduction of the effective Hilbert space. In particular, we derive the phase diagrams of two new models; the
first one exhibits a band-controlled insulator-superconductor transition at half-filling for the unusually high
value Uc56t; the second one is characterized by a filling-controlled metal-insulator transition between two
finite regions of the diagram.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.1211XX PACS number~s!: 71.10.Pm, 05.30.2d, 71.27.1a
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Metal-insulator and insulator-superconductor transitio
in chain systems of interacting electrons have recently
come a matter of great interest for the physics of new co
pounds and devices.1 Although many experimental data a
nowadays at our disposal, an important open question of
issue is to determine the Hamiltonian that could fairly d
scribe these kinds of transitions. The task is particularly d
ficult just owing to the low dimensionality, which cause
usual mean-field and perturbative approaches to often fa
providing reliable predictions. Fortunately, on
-dimensionality~1D! allows us to exploit exact analysis tec
niques which can provide —although only for some partic
lar cases— rigorous information on the structure of
ground state and on low-energy excitations. For this reas
probative test for theoretical models is the comparison
tween experimental results and theoretical predictions on
ground-state phase diagram.

The ground state is usually given as a function of
filling n, i.e., the number of effective carriers, and of a ba
parameter, which indicates the intrinsic unit of energy of
system~its actual definition depends on the theoretical a
proach envisaged, see below!. One can thus distinguish be
tween filling-controlled~FC! and band-controlled~BC! tran-
sitions, according to which kind of parameter~number of
carriers or energy scale respectively! is tuned to let the tran-
sition occur. Both kinds of transitions are very important
practical applications: BC transitions are relevant, for
stance, in Vanadium oxides, where one can modify the ba
width through hydrostatic pressure on the sample; FC tr
sitions are frequent in perovskitelike materials such
R12xAxTi O3 (R5rare-earth ion, andA5alkaline-earth ion!,
as well as in hole-doped compounds like La12xSrxCu O2.5.
In order to describe these materials, at least as far as
low energy excitations are concerned, where single band
ture are often reliable, the class of extended Hubbard mo
provides an interesting starting point. For these mod
which involve strong electronic correlations, the band p
rameter is usually2 taken to be the on-site Coulomb repulsio
(U), instead ofw54t (t 5 hopping amplitude!, the latter
being typical in mean-field approaches. A number of ex
results have been obtained in terms ofn and U. For the
ordinary Hubbard model, a FC metal-insulator-metal tran
tion has been shown to occur at half filling (n51) for any
0163-1829/2001/63~12!/121103~4!/$15.00 63 1211
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U.0 (U being the on-site Coulomb repulsion!; on the con-
trary, no BC transition takes place forU.0. More recently,
some models~Refs. 3 and 4! were solved in which a BC
insulator-superconductor transition occurs at half-filling
finite values ofU.0, while the usual FC metal-insulator
metal transition takes place forn51 andU.Uc .

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no detailed inv
tigation has been devoted to either of the following issu
for the BC transitions it has not been pointed out yet w
interaction terms are relevant to tune the critical valueUc at
which the transition occurs: this is quite important becau
Uc can assume different values according to the chem
structure of the material. Second, for the FC transitions,
the above models provide an insulating state only at h
filling; on the contrary, doped materials exhibit an insulati
phase for afinite region of filling values. In this rapid com
munication we examine the above subjects providing the
act ground-state phase diagram of some 1D electronic m
els. In particular, we obtain rigorous results which allow
to both discuss the dependence ofUc of BC transitions on
the Hamiltonian parameters, and to find a FC metal-insula
transition between two finite regions of the phase diagra

We consider here a quite general one-band extended
tropic Hubbard model preserving the total spin and num
N of electrons, which reads

H52 (
^ j ,k&,s

@ t2X~ n̂ j ,2s1n̂k,2s!1X̃n̂j ,2sn̂k,2s#cj ,s
† ck,s

1U(
j

n̂ j ,↑n̂ j ,↓1
V

2 (
^ j ,k&

n̂ j n̂k

1
W

2 (
^ j ,k&,s,s8

cj ,s
† ck,s8

† cj ,s8ck,s

1Y(
^ j ,k&

cj ,↑
† cj ,↓

† ck,↓ck,↑1P(
^ j ,k&

n̂ j ,↑n̂ j ,↓n̂k

1
Q

2 (
^ j ,k&

n̂ j ,↑n̂ j ,↓n̂k,↑n̂k,↓ , ~1!

In Eq. ~1! cj ,s
† ,cj ,s are fermionic creation and annihilatio

operators on a one-dimensional chain withL sites, s
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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P$↑,↓%, n̂ j ,s5cj ,s
† cj ,s , n̂ j5(sn̂ j ,s , and ^ j , k& stands for

neighboring sites.t represents the hopping energy of t
electrons~henceforth we sett51), while the subsequen
terms describe their Coulomb interaction energy in a nar
band approximation:U parametrizes the on-site repulsion,V
is the neighboring site charge interaction,X is the bond-
charge interaction,W is the exchange term, andY is the
pair-hopping term. Moreover, additional many-body co
pling terms have been included in agreement with Ref. 5X̃
correlates hopping with on-site occupation number, andP
and Q describe three- and four-electron interactions. In
following we shall identify the four physical statesu↑&, u↓&,
u0& and u↓↑& at each lattice site with the canonical basisea
of C4, and denoten↑5N↑ /L; n↓5N↓ /L; no5No /L; n↑↓
5N↑↓ /L the densities of these four species of physi
states.

In Ref. 6 it has been shown that, by fixing all the coupli
constants of Eq.~1! to appropriate values, one can rewriteH
as ageneralized permutator~GP! between neighboring site
~minus some constant terms!. Here we add to the latter
further arbitrary termU( j n̂ j↑n̂ j↓ , which is easily proved to
commute with the GP. In matrix representation, the Ham
tonian ~1! that we consider reads

H52 (
a>b

Pab 1 UN↑↓ 2 const terms, ~2!

wherePab acts as a GPP ~see below! whenever two neigh-
boring sites of the chain are occupied byea andeb , other-
wise it gives zero. The constant terms are of the fo
ŪN↑↓1m̄N1 c̄ I, whereŪ,m̄ and c̄ are fixed values.

The purpose of this letter is to show how to investiga
the ground-state phase diagram of Eq.~2! as a function of the
band parameterU and the filling of the carriersn.

Let us first recall some basic properties of the GP’s. W
respect to an ordinary permutator, a generalized permut
can either permute or leave unchanged the states of the
neighboring sites~including a possible additional sign!; ex-
plicitly,

P ~ea ^ eb!5uab
d ~ea ^ eb! 1 uab

o ~eb ^ ea!, ~3!

whereuab
d anduab

o are two discrete valued~0, -1 or 1! func-
tions determining onP the positions and the signs of th
diagonal and off-diagonal entries respectively. Also,ud and
uo are ‘‘complementary,’’ i.e.,uuab

d u512uuab
o u, so thatP

has only one nonvanishing entry for row or column. Mor
over,uab

o 5uba
o , henceP is a symmetric matrix. The set o

couples of subscripts (a,b) for which uab
d Þ0 ~respectively,

uab
o Þ0)is denoted byA d ~respectively,A o). It is easily

seen thatA d is always of the formA d5ø i Si3Si , theSi ’s
being disjoint subsets of the setS5$1,2,3,4%. By varying the
functionsud anduo one obtains different kinds of GP’s.

In order to determine the ground-state phase diagram
Eq. ~2!, the difficult task is to calculate the contribution
the energy of the first term. To solve this issue, one
reconduct it to a problem defined in a smaller Hilbert spa
Indeed it can be seen that
12110
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~1! Under the conditions precised below, a generaliz
permutator between physical states is equivalent to an o
nary permutator between the so-called Sutherland’s spe
~SS!. The latter do not need to be identified with the physic
species~PS! of the states. Indeed, the number of PS is de
mined by the nature of the problem~in our cases they are
always the fourea), while the number of SS is determine
by thestructureof the GP entering the Hamiltonian. In pa
ticular, it may happen that different PS constitute a sin
SS, so that the number of the latter is<4, leading to a
reduction of the dimensionality of the effective Hilbe
space. Through a suitable identification of the Sutherlan
species, the first term of Eq.~2! can be rewritten in the form

H052(
A

pANAA2 (
A.B

sABFAB , ~4!

where pA561 determines the nature of theAth species,
even (E)/odd (O) for 11/21; NAA is the number of neigh-
boring sites occupied by the same speciesA, andFAB per-
mutes objects of speciesA andB that occupy two neighbor-
ing sites, otherwise it gives zero. ThesAB are signs. For a
given GP, the SS are to be identified through the subsetsSi ’s
of A d. In practice, the reduction to Sutherland’s species
possible if ~a! uab

d 5pi ;a,bPSi and ~b! uab
o 5s i j , ;a

PSi , ;bPSj , whereiÞ j .
~2! In the case where Eq.~4! hassAB511 ; A,BPE,

andsAB independent ofB for BPO andAPE ~Sutherland’s
Hamiltonian!, it is possible to reduce the number of eve
species down to only one. Indeed in this case the grou
state energy of Hamiltonian~4! for a system withx even
species andy odd species is equal to that of the same ham
tonian acting on a system with the same number of o
species but just one even species collecting all the prev
ones~as implied by a simple extension of Sutherland’s the
rem, see Ref. 7!.

Remark: For a given GP, the fulfillment of the condition
given at points~1! and~2! depends also on the normalizatio
chosen to define the basis vectors. It is worth emphasiz
that some GP, though apparently violating the above requ
ments, can be brought to fulfill them through a mere red
nition of the phase of a given physical speciesā, i.e., ueā& j
→(21) j ueā& j . We shall make use of this remark in the fo
lowing.

To illustrate how the above observations can be exploit
we start with a known case, the AAS model,4 which differs
from the ordinary Hubbard model only for a correlate
hopping term (X51;X̃5V5W5Y5P5Q50). This model
is of the form~2!, with Ū524, m̄52, andc̄521. Its GP
reduces to Eq.~4! by identifying the following two Suther-
land’s species: A5$u↑&,u↓&% ~odd! and B5$u0&,u↓↑&%
~even!. In this formalism the model is nothing but a fre
spinless fermion model, and its energy per site is given b

e52nA212
2

p
sin~pnA!1~U2Ū !n↑↓2m̄n2 c̄ , ~5!

wherenA5n↑1n↓ . The phase diagram as a function of th
filling n5N/L andU can be easily derived by exploiting th
3-2
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identity n↑↓5(n2nA)/2 and minimizinge with respect tonA

(nAP@0,n# for 0<n<1 and nAP@0,22n# for 1<n<2)
and coincides with that derived in Ref. 4. We also notice t
the model withX51;X̃52;V5W5Y5P5Q50 has the
same energy as AAS. In fact, using the aboveRemarkand
redefining the basis vectoru↓↑& j→(21) j u↓↑& j , it can be
cast in the form~2! with the same GP as AAS.

The method just outlined allows the solution of a wi
class of models whose Hamiltonian has the form~2!.6 In
particular, as the AAS model displays both a BC and a
transitions, here we apply it to the study of similar, but ne
models in which further terms are included, yielding
change in the value of the parameters characterizing the
sition. We consider the model with coupling constantsX

51;X̃5(12s);Y52s;P521;Q52 wheres561. The
resulting Hamiltonian has the form~2! with Ū522, m̄

52, c̄521 in both casess561. P has diagonal entries
characterized by the subsetsS15$1,2%, S25$3%, S35$4%,
and off-diagonal entriesuab

o 511;aPS1 , bPS2, anduab
o

5s;aPS1 or S2 , bPS3. Both conditions~a! and ~b! to
identify Sutherland’s species are thus fulfilled, and the s
cies readA5$u↑&,u↓&% ~which is ‘‘odd’’ becauseuab

d 521
if a,bPS1) ; B5u0& ~‘‘even’’ becauseu33

d 511) and C
5u↓↑& ~‘‘even’’ becauseu44

d 511). For the cases511
one can straightforwardly apply Sutherland’s theorem@see
point 2!# to reduce the number of even species to 1, end
up with a free spinless fermion problem, where occup
sites are represented byA and empty sites byB andC. The
ground-state energye per site has the same form as Eq.~5!,
in which againn↑↓5(n2nA)/2, and it has to be minimized
with respect tonA . For the cases521, before using Suth-
erland’s theorem, one has to apply again theRemark, chang-
ing u↓↑& j→(21) j u↓↑& j . The expression ofe is identical.

The phase diagram is given in Fig. 1; the lower regi
I is characterized bynA50, so that only doubly oc-
cupied or empty sites are present in the ground state; in
region the ground stateuC0& is made of the so-called~pure!

FIG. 1. Ground-state phase diagram of the modelX51;X̃5(1
2s);Y52s;P521;Q52. The model exhibits a BC transitio
insulator-superconductor transition atn51, for Uc56. The dashed
line is the EKS model, and the dotted line corresponds to the A
model.
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eta-pairs, i.e., uC0&5(hw
†)N/2u0&, where hw

†5( je
iw j cj↑

† cj↓
†

5(kck↑
† cw2k↓

† with pair momentumw50,p. In the cases
511 we have 0 pairs, whereas ifs521 the pairs havep
momentum. The latter case is particularly important beca
the p pairs ~and not 0 pairs! are expected to survive as th
constraintX51 is relaxed~see Ref. 8!. In region II, delim-
ited by U II- III 5224 cos(pn), we have the simultaneou
presence of empty (s), singly occupied~&!, and doubly
occupied (d) sites; this is calledmixed region and the
ground state isuC0&5(hw

†)N/2uU5`&, whereuU5`& are the
eigenstates of theU5` Hubbard model.5 In both region I
and II the two-particle reduced density matrix exhibits lon
range correlation,4 i.e., g( i , j )5^C0uci↑

† ci↓
† cj↓cj↑uC0& →” 0

for u i 2 j u→1`, and the ground state is superconductin
Finally, the region III-a (0<n<1) is made of singly occu-
pied and empty sites; in this region the ground state of
U5` Hubbard model is eigenstate of the Hamiltonian and
metallic. The region III-b (1<n<2) is the particle-hole
transformed of III-a, and the metallic carriers are holes. O
can show that at half-filling the system is an insulator w
gapD5U26.

With respect to the AAS model we observe that the pa
hopping term has two main effects: first it removes the
generacy inw in this region~only w50 or p survive, ac-
cording to the signs of Y), and this implies a restoring o
the superconducting order in regions I and II of the pha
diagram, absent in the AAS model;10 second, it raises the
borderline of such region upwards, as one could expect
from mean-field treatments,9 where a pair-hopping term re
duces to an effective attraction (} 2uYu) renormalizing the
Coulomb repulsionU. The superconducting region II of ou
model is enhanced also with respect to that of the E
model. Indeed, although the pair-hopping term is a
present in the EKS model~the borderlines of region I coin
cide!, its effect is strongly reduced near half-filling due to th
Coulomb attraction term between neighboring sites (V5
21), which is known to compete with the formation of on
site pairs.

As a consequence, the BC insulator-superconductor t
sition occurring at half-filling corresponds to the maximu
critical value Uc

max56, higher than for all other exactly
solved models. This is important because the higherUc , the
higher the expected critical temperature of the supercond
ing phase.

Because of the particle-hole symmetry of the models
have considered so far, the insulating phase can exist ju
half filling. In order to investigate FC transitions betwee
finite metal-insulator regions of the phase diagram, we n
discuss a simple model not particle-hole invariant, describ
a competition between theU5` Hubbard model~excluding
double occupancy!, and the pair-hopping~favoring the for-
mation of pairs!, modulated by the band parameterU ~ex-
plicitly X5X̃51; Y5s; V5W5P5Q50). It is easy to
realize that~up to the application of theRemark! this model
can be set in the form~2! (Ū522, m̄52, andc̄521). The
GP is now equivalent to an ordinary permutation between
two Sutherland’s species:A5$u↑&,u↓&,u↓↑&% ~which is
‘‘odd’’ because uab

d 521 if a,bPS15$1,2,4%); B5u0&
~‘‘even’’ becauseu33

d 511). The ground-state energy pe

S
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site is still given by Eq.~5!, where nown↑↓5n2nA , . The
phase diagram —obtained by minimizinge at fixed n with
respect tonA in the rangen/2<nA<min(n,1)— is presented
in Fig. 2, and exhibits again four regions. However, due
the absence of particle-hole invariance, the shape is not s
metric around half-filling.

In region I ~just doubly occupied and empty sites! only
the Y andU terms act: the model behaves like a spin isot
pic XX model (S̃i

15ci↑
† ci↓

† , S̃i
25ci↓ci↑) with the U term

acting as a magnetic field; it is well known that atU50 the
correlation function has a power-law decayg( i , j )}u i
2 j u21/2, whereasg is not known for nonvanishing magnet
field. However, as far asU<2, long-range order arises fo
any nonzero value of anisotropy. The borderline of this
gion is given byU I-II 522cos(pn/2). Notice that this region

FIG. 2. Ground-state phase diagram of the modelX5X̃51; Y
5s; V5W5P5Q50. A FC metal-insulator transition takes plac
for U>2 between twofinite regions, III-a and III-b.
e

12110
o
m-

-

-

raises up topositive valuesof U for 1<n<2. The mixed
region II is entered as the double occupancy begins
decrease from its maximum value, yielding the increa

of the local magnetic momentM053/4L21( j^C0u(n̂ j ,↑
2n̂ j ,↓)2uC0&53/4@2p21arccos(2U/2)2n#. The value of
n↑↓ reaches its minimum forU II- IIIa 522cos(pn) when n
<1, and for U II- IIIb 52 when n>1. Correspondingly, re-
gions III-a and III-b are entered. The former is metallic, t
ground state is that of theU5` Hubbard model, and the
system behaves like a Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid. The m
interesting feature is that region III-b is afinite insulating
region. More precisely, at exactly half filling the gap isD
5U22, while for 1,n<2 no empty site is present, and th
model behaves like the Hubbard model in the atomic lim
Hence here the FC transition takes place between two fi
regions, in analogy with experimental observations on ch
hole-doped compounds. Interestingly, for the special va
U52, our model and theU-supersymmetric model coincide
As a consequence, our ground-state energy in this cas
equal to that obtained in Ref. 11.

In this Rapid Communication we have presented ex
ground-state phase diagrams of two electron models,
studied their BC and FC transitions. Our analysis suppo
the relevance of the pair-hopping term in raising the criti
value of U for BC superconducting-insulator transitions,
well as the importance of particle-hole not invariant terms
the appearance of a finite insulating region. The method
used can be implemented on all those models describe
Hamiltonian~2! in which the GP verifies conditions~a! and
~b!. We stress that such GPs all correspond to integra
models,6 i.e., they are solutions of the Yang-Baxter equati
~consistency equation for factorizability!. The Hamiltonians
exhibit therefore a set of conserved quantities mutually co
muting.
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